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In tenth century Byzantine sources a new term emerges in relation to performers: παιγνιῶται (paigniótai) 
were performers of various disciplines or, indeed, multitasking performers. Deriving from the Greek word 
παίγνιον (paígnion) (which has the double meaning of ‘play’ and ‘game’), ‘paigniotai’ means literally "the 
ones who play:” whether they played music, played theater, played with words or all of these together, the 
Byzantine authors do not always care to precise. Much like the ‘joculatores’ who appeared around the same 
time in Western Europe, the ‘paigniotai’ are mainly distinguished by their capacity to offer τέρψιν 
(amusement) through play. I propose that the theories of J. Huizinga and R. Caillois on game (ludus) and 
play (jocus) are instrumental in comprehending the nature of these performers and of their art, but also how 
they were perceived in their respective societies. The clear inclination of medieval mentality towards ‘jocus’ 
accounts for the fact that performers were valued primarily as entertainers whose playfulness was more 
important than their exact artistic discipline. In this sense, the emergence of παιγνιῶται and of ‘joculatores’ 
marks, in terminology as well as in performative practice, the passage from ancient to medieval Europe.  
 
Kórinna Latèlis is Research Associate at the Institute of Historical Research of the National Hellenic 
Research Foundation, Athens. She holds a Ph.D. in Byzantine History and Music Anthropology and her 
academic interests include historical forms of performance and public space performance-as-research. She 
is the founder of AérEchO (from "air" and "echo"), a platform dedicated to the artistic creation and research 
on public space. She has participated in various festivals, in Greece and in Europe and has been awarded 
for her work. She is member of CMRC-KSYME (Contemporary Music Research Centre – Athens, Greece) 
and collaborates as artist-researcher with the Ethnomusicology and Cultural Anthropology Laboratory 
(EthnoLab – University of Athens, Greece). She is the author of Music and Musicians in Byzantium. 
Performing Arts and Performers in the Late Byzantine Era (1261-1453) (In press, Athens: Nakas). 
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